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Digest of Important Canadian Cases
Reported in 1973 in the Fields of Public

International Law and Conflict of Laws
Compiled by
J.-G. CASTEL*

I

Public InternationalLaw

International Treaties Court of Appeal

Implementation -

Northwest Territories

Regina v. Kupiyana (i973), 36 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 38!.
The purpose and intention of the Migratory Birds Convention
and the Migratory Birds Convention Act, R.S.C. 1970, C. M-12,
which ratifies it, are to save migratory birds "from indiscriminate
slaughter" and "to adopt some uniform system of protection."
Parliament has, by the regulation-making provision of the Act,
delegated to the Governor in Council a plenary power to make
Regulations "expedient" to such protection, and therefore a Regulation making possession of such birds an offence is intra vires. Such
a Regulation is not inconsistent with the terms of the Convention
and is a proper method by which a significant number of offenders
can be caught.
Shipping - Interpretation of Statute Incorporating International
Convention - France a Signatory of Convention - French Law
and Jurisprudence Relevant to Interpretation of Statute - Carriage of Goods by Water Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-I 5 -Brussels
Convention on Uniform Rules Relating to Bills of Lading, 1924
Supreme Court of Canada
Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. v. Chimo Shipping Ltd. (i973),
37 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 545.
* J.-G. Castel, Professor of Law, Osgoode Hall Law School, York University,

Toronto.
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Patents- Date of Expiry - Treaty of Peace with Italy - Excluding War Period from Computation of Time- Federal Court,
Trial Division
Mastimi v. Bell Telephone Co. (i973), 9 C.P.R. (2d) 8.
Trade mark - Champagne- Canada-France Trade Agreement
Act, 1932-33 - Validity- Quebec Court of Appeal
Chateau-Gai Wines Ltd. v. Institut des Appellations d'Origine des
Vins et Eaux-de-Vie (1972), 1i C.P.R. (2d) 40, [1973] C.A. 72
affirming (1969), 57 C.P.R. 93.
Citizenship - Certificate- Renunciation of Previous Nationality
Federal Court, Trial Division
Ulin v. The Queen (i973), 35 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 738.
Section 19( I ) (b) of the Canadian Citizenship Regulations, P.C.
1968-1703, SOR/68- 4o 4 , requiring a person entitled to a certificate
of citizenship to, inter alia, make a declaration renouncing his previous nationality, is ultra vires the Governor in Council under s.
35(I) of the Canadian Citizenship Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-i 9 . The
power under s. 35 to make Regulations is concerned principally with
matters relating to the taking of an oath of allegiance, and the
omission of any reference in the Act of Regulations, save for s.
19 ( i ) (b), to renunciation of nationality indicates that Parliament
intended to require an oath of allegiance as the only qualification
for the issue of a certificate of citizenship. Consequently, by requiring renunciation of previous nationality, the Governor in Council
created a new substantive requirement for obtaining Canadian
citizenship and, in so doing, went beyond the powers conferred
under s. 35.
Citizenship - Certificateship Appeal Court

Wife of Canadian Citizen -

Citizen-

Re Lum (1 9 73 ), 3 3 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 126.
The appellant, who was born in China, married Mr. Kee Chun
Lum in 1966. She was admitted to Canada for permanent residence
on September 17, 1967, and, since then, always resided with her
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husband in Huntsville, Ontario. On January i i, 1971, both the
appellant and her husband applied for a certificate of Canadian
citizenship.
Dealing with the application of the appellant's husband, the court
of first instance reached the conclusion that he possessed the required
qualifications to be granted a certificate of Canadian citizenship.
Dealing with the appellant's application, the court of first instance,
reached the conclusion that she was not a fit and proper person to
be granted a certificate of citizenship. This conclusion was based on
the finding that, at that time, the appellant was not the wife of a
Canadian citizen and had not, as required by subpara. io ( i ) (c) (i)
of the Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. C-i 9 , resided in Canada for at least five
of the eight years immediately preceding the date of her application.
This decision was affirmed because on January i i, 197 1, the date
of application, she did not meet the requirements of the Citizenship
Act, although at the time of the appeal she might well have done so.
Immigration- Immigration Appeal Board tion - Federal Court of Appeal

Equitable Jurisdic-

Re Martin and Minister of Manpower and Immigration (1972), 31
D.L.R. ( 3 d) 289.
The appellant, an entertainer, entered Canada in I964, married
a Canadian citizen in 1965 and, in 1967, sought to legitimize his
presence in Canada but was deported on the grounds that he was
not in possession of a letter of pre-examination and a medical certificate as required by the Immigration Regulations, Part I, P.C.
1962-86, SOR/62- 3 6. Following his deportation the appellant
illegally returned to Canada from time to time and, upon being
apprehended, was ordered deported a second time on the ground
that, having been deported, he had entered Canada without the
consent of the Minister. The appellant, on appeal to the Immigration Appeal Board, sought special relief under s. 15 (1) (b) (ii) of
the Immigration Appeal Board Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 1-3, on the
ground that, since his wife and child remained in Canada there
were compassionate or humanitarian considerations warranting the
granting of special relief. On appeal from a decision of the Immigration Appeal Board dismissing the appeal, the Federal Court of
Appeal dismissed his appeal.
An appeal from a decision of the Immigration Appeal Board
refusing to exercise its "equitable" jurisdiction under s. I5(I) (b)
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of the Act ought not to succeed unless it can be established that the
Board has either refused to exercise its jurisdiction or has failed to
exercise its discretion in accordance with well-established legal
principles. While the responsibility with which the Board is charged
must not be carried out unsupervised, the Court of Appeal must
accord the Board a measure of trust. Accordingly, where the Board,
in its reasons for decision, considered the situation from the point
of view of whether the appellant was a person who by his conduct
in relation to his entry into Canada showed himself to be deserving
of special relief, from the point of view of whether the granting of
special relief would solve the problem of separation of the appellant
from his wife and child, and from the point of view of whether
there were other means available to the appellant for obtaining lawful entry into Canada, these were relevant factors for the purpose
of determining the existence of compassionate or humanitarian considerations. Moreover, although the Court may not agree with all
the conclusions of the Board on the evidence recited by it, nevertheless it could not be said that they were conclusions that a reasonable
person, acting judicially, could not reach.
Federal Court of Appeal
Re Prata and Minister of Manpower and Immigration (1972), 31
D.L.R. ( 3 d) 465.
The effect of ss. 15 and 2 1 of the Immigration Appeal Board
Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 1-3, when read together is that, while certain
deportable persons may be allowed the privilege of staying in Canada
by reason of such grounds as political persecution, unusual hardship, and compassionate or humanitarian considerations notwithstanding the prohibitory provisions of the statute, and while the
selection of the deportable persons to whom such a privilege may be
extended is left to an independent court to be exercised on the basis
of evidence taken in a judicial way, such a privilege cannot be
extended to persons who may be a threat to the national interest
because of security considerations or suspected criminal activity.
The responsibility of deciding what persons fall into this class to
whom the privilege cannot be extended is imposed on members of
the executive arm of Government. Moreover, in reaching its decision, the Board is not required to afford deportable persons an
opportunity to be heard with respect to any information which may
form the basis of its decision since the information is not of such a
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character that it can be established by the sort of evidence that can
be put before a judicial tribunal in the ordinary way and, furthermore, the sources of information would dry up if their identity
was not protected.
Alien - DeportationCourt of Appeal

Meaning of "non-immigrant" -

Federal

Minister of Manpower and Immigration v. Ram (i973), 36 D.L.R.
(3 d) 1I6.
The respondent, upon arrival at a port of entry into Canada, was
examined by an immigration officer who reported that he was a nonimmigrant and further that it would be contrary to the Immigration
Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 1-2, and Regulations to permit him entry into
Canada as a non-immigrant because of the fact that the respondent,
having been unable to deposit $ i,ooo as a guarantee that he would
leave Canada within the time prescribed as a condition to entry,
was a member of the prohibited class of persons described in s. 5 (t)
of the Act, i.e., persons "who cannot or do not fulfil or comply with
any of the conditions or requirements of the Act or the regulations
.... " The respondent was ordered deported by a Special Inquiry
Officer. The Immigration Appeal Board allowed an appeal by the
respondent on the ground that s. 63 ( I ) of the Act, empowering an
immigration officer to require "any non-immigrant" to deposit
"such sum of money as he deems necessary as a guarantee" did not
apply to the respondent since he was not a "non-immigrant" but
only a "person seeking entry into Canada as a non-immigrant". A
further appeal was allowed.
Under the Immigration Act, s. 2, a person is a non-immigrant if
he is a member of any of the classes designated in s. 7 ( i ) and (2)
and, for the purposes of defining his status as a non-immigrant, it
does not matter that he has not been allowed to enter Canada. His
status is defined by reference to his inclusion within or without the
designated classes. Accordingly, where the respondent was found to
have been a non-immigrant by reason of his falling within a designated class he became subject to the provisions of s. 63 and, having
failed to comply, was properly prohibited from entering Canada.
The interpretation placed on the Act by the Immigration Appeal
Board would render s. 63 ineffective and it must be presumed that
Parliament intended to confer a discretionary authority on the
immigration officer in charge at a port of entry to require a deposit
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from any person "arriving at such port" after he has otherwise satisfied himself that such person may be allowed entry as a nonimmigrant.
FederalCourt of Appeal
Re Srivastava and Minister of Manpower and Immigration (973),
36 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 688.
In an appeal from an order of deportation issued by a Special
Inquiry Officer wherein the appellant seeks to claim a status as a
non-immigrant under s. 7( i) of the Immigration Act, R.S.C. 1970,
c. 1-2, the appellant is not limited to relying on the particular paragraph of s. 7(I) under consideration before the Special Inquiry
Officer. Such Officer is not a judicial officer adjudicating on issues
that have been framed formally or informally under the adversary
system. He is rather a departmental officer performing the administrative task of determining whether or not a person who, in the vast
majority of cases knows little about the Act or Regulations, falls
within or without certain classes. Consequently, where the inquiry
conducted fails to reveal a basis for defining a person as a nonimmigrant but where, upon the receipt of advice and mature consideration, an appeal is lodged seeking classification as a non-immigrant on alternative grounds hitherto unraised, the Immigration
Appeal Board will entertain the appeal. Furthermore, a decision of
a Special Inquiry Officer under s. 5(P) of the Act that, in his
opinion, an appellant is not a bona fide non-immigrant, is reviewable. Gana v. Minister of Manpower and Immigration (1970), 13
D.L.R. ( 3 d) 699, [1970] S.C.R. 699, applied.
Considering that the Immigration Appeal Board Rules, P.C.
1967-2o84, SOR/67- 5 5 9 , provide that parties are expressly authorized to call witnesses (Rule 13), authorized to make oral or written
submissions on any matter pertaining to the appeal which submissions are to be verified by affidavit or, if oral, made on oath or
affirmation (Rule 12) and considering that the Board is constituted a court of record with power to summon witnesses and require
them to give evidence on oath, an appellant may tender evidence
before the Board which the Board must receive as long as it is relevant and admissible. Accordingly, where during an appeal from a
deportation order to the Immigration Appeal Board, the Board
refuses to permit the appellant to adduce evidence pertaining to the
merits of the appeal and treats the appeal as limited to a considera-
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tion of the record of the Special Inquiry Officer, an appeal from
the Board's decision will be allowed and the matter referred back
to the Board for rehearing on the ground of the Board's refusal to
hear the appeal as required by law.
Alien-Deportation-ImmigrationAppeal Board-Compassionate
or Humanitarian Considerations- Federal Court of Appeal
Toan Cong Vu v. Minister of Manpower and Immigration (1973),
35 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 637.
Here a South Vietnamese sailor was ordered deported on the
ground that he could not be admitted for permanent residence to
Canada because he did not have a valid passport and visa.
He appealed to the Immigration Appeal Board stating that as a
deserter from the South Vietnamese navy, he would suffer unusual
hardships on his return. Since the Board did not examine, as it was
its duty, whether compassionate or humanitarian considerations
existed to warrant the granting of special relief, the Federal Court
of Appeal came to the conclusion that the Board had failed to
exercise its jurisdiction. Thus, the appeal was allowed and the matter
referred back to the Board for a rehearing and redetermination of
the appellant's appeal.
Aliens - DeportationCanada

False Document -

Supreme Court of

Minister of Manpower and Immigration v. Brooks (i973), 36
D.L.R. ( 3 d) 522.
The respondent was admitted to Canada on July 18, 1963, and a
Canadian Immigration Record Card was duly signed and stamped.
However, upon discovering that, in his application for admission to
Canada, the respondent, albeit inadvertently, gave false information
respecting his place of last permanent residence, his closest relative
in his home country and respecting his conviction for a criminal
offence, a special inquiry was held and the respondent was ordered
deported on the ground that he was a person described in s.
19(1) (e) (viii) of the Immigration Act, R.S.C. 1952, c. 325 (now
s. i8(i) (e) (viii), R.S.C. 1970, c. 1-2), i.e., "a person who came
into Canada or remains therein with a false ... document pertaining to his admission or by reason of any false or misleading information ... or other fraudulent or improper means... ." On appeal to
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the Immigration Appeal Board the appeal was allowed and the
deportation order set aside. On further appeal the Supreme Court
of Canada held that the appeal should be allowed.
The Board erred in construing s. 19(I) (e)(viii) as not only
requiring that information be both false and misleading but that
there be wilful or intentional falsehood and that it be designed to
mislead. Furthermore, although s. 19( I) (e) (viii) does not expressly
require proof of materiality where, inter alia, falsity or a relevant
document or false or misleading information is relied upon, the
stipulation that, where false or misleading information is the basis
of deportation proceedings it be shown that it was "by reason of"
such information that a person came into or remained in Canada,
imports something beyond the mere giving of false or misleading
information and connotes an inducing influence of the information
and to that extent brings in materiality. However, the requirement
of materiality does not require that the false or misleading information be such as to have concealed an independent ground of deportation. Misleading information may fall short of this and yet have
been an inducing factor in admission. Finally, the Board erred in
excluding from the class of "documents pertaining to... admission"
the application form for admission and also in characterizing a
document as false only if it contains false information of such a
nature as to vitiate its validity. The documents have no legal force
of themselves and are merely records of information concerning
which no question of validity can arise by reason of the extent of
gravity of the false information therein.
Immigration - Immigration Appeal Board - Appeal from Application for Time Extension Requiring "special reason"--Federal
Court, Trial Division
Minister of Manpower & Immigration v. Zevlikaris, [1973] F.C.
Aliens -

Deportation-

Procedure-

92.

Federal Court of Appeal

Vargas-Cataldov. Minister of Manpower and Immigration (1973),
35 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 748.
Where it is established that a deportation order has in fact been
issued by a Special Inquiry Officer the only way in which that order
may be attacked is by an appeal to the Immigration Appeal Board
and, where such an appeal is not taken, a second Special Inquiry
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Officer has no jurisdiction to inquire into the validity of the first
order. Furthermore, it does not matter that the time for appeal of
the first order may have passed.
The court applied Pringleet al. v. Fraser (1972), 26 D.L.R. ( 3 d)
28, [1972] S.C.R. 821.
Extradition- Identification Evidence Ontario County Court

Political Offence -

Re Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and Hernandez, [ 1973] I O.R.
6o.
The accused, sought to be extradited by the demanding State on
a charge of murder, was identified as the assassin by one witness
only. The witness had seen the assassin at the time of the shooting
full-face only for a brief glance at a distance of 6o ft. and while he
was in shadows. Several days later he had identified the accused's
photograph as that of the assassin from a group of 22 photographs
of which most, but not the accused's, did not resemble the original
description of the assassin. The court held that the application for
extradition should be dismissed and the accused discharged.
In the circumstances the witness could not, in the absence of any
unique characteristics of the accused, have that certainty of recognition justifying his opinion in selecting the accused's photograph.
There was not sufficient factual basis to support his opinion that the
accused was the assassin, and no fair and honest view of the evidence
could lead to a conclusion of the probable guilt of the accused.
The court also expressed the opinion that the murder of a policeman in the course of a campus demonstration was not a political
offence. The events and actual circumstances of murder are a
primary consideration. The general political climate is of secondary
importance. It is irrelevant that the murder subsequently became a
political issue as the act was not a political uprising against the
government.
Jurisdiction to appeal to Federal Court of Appeal denied (1973),
8 C.C.C. (2d) 442, (I973), 30 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 613, Federal Court
of Appeal.
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Extradition- Jurisdiction of Federal Court of Appeal to Entertain
Court
on Appeal from the Granting of Extradition-Federal
of Appeal
Re Wisconsin and Armstrong, [1972] 3 O.R. 461, 8 C.C.C. (2d)
452A warrant for the applicant's extradition was granted on charges
of arson and murder, the demanding state having shown that the
applicant was sought only for enforcement of the criminal law in its
ordinary aspect and that the offences were not "of a political
character". On his subsequent application under s. 28 of the Federal
Court Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. 10 (2nd Supp), for a review of the
committal warrant the question raised was whether such determination concerned "a decision or order, other than a decision or order
of an administrative nature not required by law to be made on a
judicial or quasi-judicial basis, made by ... a federal board, commission or other tribunal". The majority of the court held that the
jurisdiction to hear the application should be affirmed. A warrant to
commit was an "order" and the action of the extradition judge in
issuing it was a "decision" because the rights of the fugitive were
interfered with in that he was deprived of his liberty and put a stage
closer to extradition. A refusal to commit was not, because nothing
was decided by it, meaning nothing was rendered res adjudicata
and the proceedings could be recommenced. Any committal could
still be tested by habeas corpus proceedings in the provincial courts.
But since June I, 1971 proceedings by certiorariin the provincial
courts and the trial division of the Federal Court to have the committal reviewed had been abrogated by 28(3) in favour of a
broader jurisdiction conferred on the Federal Court of Appeal by
s. 28(i). A County Court judge under the Extradition Act did not
sit as a judge appointed under section 96 of the B.N.A. Act, but as
a persona designata. Therefore he qualified as a "federal board,
commission or other tribunal" whose warrants of committal could
be reviewed in the Federal Court of Appeal but not in the provincial courts.
Extradition Act-Habeas Corpus -Jurisdiction
Superior Court - Ontario High Court

of Provincial

Re Commonwealth of Virginia and Cohen (No. 2) (973), 23
C.R.N.S. 380.
A provincial superior court has jurisdiction in habeas corpus
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applications under the Act. The only remedy for one ordered held
for extradition is an application for habeas corpus, for there is no
appeal. A superior court judge sitting on a habeas corpus application is limited to determining whether the extradition judge had
jurisdiction to commit the applicant. Presumably if the application
is coupled with an application for certiorari in aid the superior
court judge may also consider whether there has been any error of
law on the face of the record.
Taxation - Canada- United States Convention Income - Federal Court of Appeal

Teaching

Stickel v. M.N.R. (1973) , 73 D.T.C. 5178 reversing
6178.

72

D.T.C.

Taxation - Canada- United States Tax Convention - Partnership - Absence of Permanent Establishment in Canada- No
Liability to Tax - Federal Court, Trial Division
Masri v. M.N.R. (1973), 73 D.T.C. 5367.

II

Conflict of Laws

Constitutional Law - Provincial Regulation of Motor VehiclesReciprocal Enforcement of Violation Reports - British Columbia Supreme Court
Regina v. Ganapathi (x973), 34 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 495The Court held that the provincial legislation empowering the
Lieutenant-Governor in Council to authorize the provincial superintendent to receive violation reports from reciprocating jurisdictions
is not unconstitutional and that lack of a second hearing within the
province is immaterial because of the opportunity given to dispute
the violation in the reciprocating jurisdiction.
Succession Duty Appeal

Situs of Shares -

British Columbia Court of

Re CanadaTrust Co. et al. and the Queen (i973), 30 D.L.R. ( 3 d)
764.
Share holdings held outside the province for the owner by his
broker on a "custodian" basis are not "property situate within the
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province" within the meaning of the Succession Duty Act, R.S.B.C.
i96o, c. 372. Even though the certificates cover shares held by the
broker for persons other than the owner, if they are segregated from
other shares held by the broker, and cannot be pledged by him as
security for bank loans, the owner has a proprietary interest in
specific and identifiable securities outside the province, and not a
mere right of action against the broker.
Corporation- Extra-provincial Corporationness in Ontario - Ontario High Court

Carrying on Busi-

Weight Watchers International,Inc. v. Weight Watchers of Ontario
Ltd. et al., [1973] 1 O.R. 549, (i973), 31 D.L.R. (3 d) 645.
A franchise agreement whereby an extra-provincial corporation
licenses persons to carry on business in Ontario is not in itself evidence that the corporation is carrying on business in Ontario within
the meaning of s. 379 of the Corporations Act, R.S.O. 1970, c. 89.
Jurisdiction- Service Ex Juris Supreme Court

Contract -

New Brunswick

Huntington Ltd. v. Omega Investments Ltd. (1972), 6 N.B.R.
(2d) 398.
In an application for service ex juris, the affidavit must show and
not merely state when, where, and by whom the contract was made.
Jurisdiction- Breach of Contract Yukon Territory TerritorialCourt

Forum non conveniens -

Sittler et al. v.Conwest Exploration Co. Ltd. et al. (No. 2) (i973),
31 D.L.R. (3 d) 201.
In an action for breach of contract one of the four plaintiffs lived
in the jurisdiction, the mineral claims which were the subject-matter
of the contract were not within the jurisdiction, the defendants were
companies with head offices in another jurisdiction, although both
had offices, carried on business within the jurisdiction, and had
assets there, an agreement amending the original contract was
executed in the jurisdiction, and both defendants were served within
the jurisdiction. The court held that the matter had a sufficient connection with the jurisdiction to make it appropriate for the action
to be commenced and carried on there. There was no particular
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problem in witnesses from outside the jurisdiction travelling there
to give evidence and if it were necessary to determine the law of a
Province this would constitute no particular problem.
Jurisdiction- Breach of Contract- Service Ex JurisConveniens- Ontario High Court

Forum

ESB CanadaLtd. v. Duval Corporationof Canada (No. z), [x973]
3 O.R. 781.
The plaintiff sued in Ontario for breach of contract for the lease
of electric storage batteries. Payment under the contract was to be
made in Ontario and the defendant failed to make certain payments. The defendant did not carry on business in Ontario nor did
it have any office or assets here. The defendant alleged that (i) the
batteries were unfit and that the defendant was entitled to rescind
and purportedly did so; (2) the defendant would commence an
action for damages in Saskatchewan where the plaintiff carried on
business resulting from the supply of the allegedly defective batteries;
(3) the delay in commencing such action was because of the complexity of the claim; (4) in defending the plaintiff's claim it would
have to prove its right to rescind and consequently four of its employees in Saskatchewan would be called as witnesses; and (5) the
same issue would be raised and the same evidence led in both actions.
The appeal by the defendant from an order refusing to set aside the
order for service ex juris was dismissed. The plaintiff need only
show that the balance of convenience favours him and not that convenience is in his favour beyond any reasonable doubt. It is questionable whether the principle that any doubt ought to be resolved
in favour of the defendant by not granting the order for service ex
juris would apply in a case where the defendant is merely domiciled
in another province. Further, that principle relates only to doubt as
to whether the plaintiff falls within one of the categories listed in
Rule 25. As to the issue of forum conveniens, the two main principles in granting an order for service ex juris are ( i ) that it is the
general balance of convenience to all parties that counts, and (2)
that the substance of the matter that is to be decided must be looked
at.
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Jurisdiction- Service Ex Juris High Court

Irregular Service -

Ontario

ESB CanadaLtd. v. Duval Corporationof Canada (No. 2), [1973]
3 O.R. 791.
Where service of a writ of summons is made in the City of Regina
but the order permitting service ex juris required service to be made
in the City of Saskatoon, such service is irregular only and can be
validated by properly amending the order pro tunc. Here A, who
had been served, had been appointed by the defendant pursuant to
s. 196(I) of the Companies Act, R.S.S. 1965, c. 131, as its attorney
for the purpose of receiving service of process in all suits and proceedings by or against the defendant within Saskatchewan.
However, Rule 23 (4) (am. 0. Reg. 5 20/71, s. i ) of the Ontario
Rules of Practice, which permits service to be effected on any person
appointed for that purpose under the provisions of any statute, does
not apply to service ex juris. In any event the proceeding in Ontario
is not "within Saskatchewan" within the meaning of s. 196(i).
Competence des tribunaux- Contrat attach ' un billet promissoire- Article 68 C.p.c.-Lieu oi toute la cause d'action a pris
naissance- Cour d'appel du Qudbec
Nepean Motors Limited et Autres c. Linval Acceptance Corporation
Ltd., [1973] C.A. 797.
Jurisdiction- Tort - Service Ex Juris - Forum conveniens Alberta Supreme Court
McKeeman v. CanadianPacific Ltd. et al. (1973), 33 D.L.R. ( 3 d)
379.
The defendant who resided in British Columbia, was the operator
of a train owned by the defendant railway. On April i5, I97i, the
train became derailed in the Province of British Columbia. As a
result a quantity of highly toxic gas was freed.
The plaintiff, who resided in British Columbia, was driving his
truck, and on coming into the vicinity of the derailment became
overcome and poisoned by the gas. He commenced an action in the
Supreme Court of Alberta, where the defendant company had offices
and an extensive establishment. He also obtained an order for service ex juris upon the operator and served him in British Columbia.
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The defendants moved to set aside the service upon the company
and the order and service ex juris upon the operator, on the ground
that the Alberta court was a forum non conveniens.
The court held that it had jurisdiction as the Canadian Pacific
Railway Company had offices and property in Alberta. Having
jurisdiction, it will not decline its exercise of it except for very substantial reasons. The plaintiff having chosen a forum, which had
jurisdiction, he could not be deprived of that choice unless the
defendants succeeded in discharging the burden of establishing that
such choice was oppressive or vexatious which they did not do.
Compdtence - Accident survenu en Ontario 68, 75 C.p.c. - Cour d'appel du Quebec

Articles 27 C.c.,

Kondylis c. Greyhound Lines of Canada Ltd. et autres, [1973]
R.P. 241.
La Cour d'appel confirma le jugement de la Cour supeieure qui
avait accueilli un moyen dclinatoire souleve par les intimes et
rejet6 une action qui leur avait &6 intentee devant la Cour superieure du district de Montreal, a la suite d'un accident de circulation
survenu en Ontario et au cours duquel l'poux de l'appelante avait
t6 mortellement bless6.
Par leur decinatoire, les intim& avaent allegue qu'ils n'avaient
ni domicile ni place d'affaires a Montreal, dans le district de Montreal, ni ailleurs dans le Quebec; que le bref d'assignation ne leur
avait pas te signifie personnellement, ni A Montreal ni ailleurs au
Quebec et qu'ils n'avaient aucun bien, ni propriete soit a Montreal
ou dans la province de Quebec.
L'article 27 C.c. ne confre pas juridiction aux tribunaux quebecois sur les 6trangers, il ne fait que constater que la seule qualite
d'etranger ne suffit pas a les soustraire 5 la juridiction que le Code
de procedure tablit dans certains cas. Pour que cet article soit applicable, il faut que la comp6tence du tribunal du district oii l'action
est intent6e existe selon les r~gles etablies au Code de proc6dure
civile.
Rien dans ces textes (articles 68 et suivants C.p.c.) ne permettait
d'introduire l'action dans le district de Montreal contre les intimes.
Le mot "district" dans l'article 75 C.p.c. ne s'applique qu'a un
district judiciaire dans la province de Quebec et ne saurait s'interpreter comme signifiant le lieu.
Darts l'affaire McLean c. Pettigrew, [I945] R.C.S. 62, m^me
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s'il est exact que l'action avait 6t6 intente 'a Montreal, il faut souligner que les parties 6taient domicili~es au Quebec.
Jurisdiction-

Place of Tort - Manitoba Queen's Bench

Queen v. Interprovincial Co-operatives Ltd. (I973), 30 D.L.R.
( 3 d) 166.
For the purpose of ascertaining the jurisdiction in which a tort
is committed it is not necessary to divide the tort into its component
parts to determine its exclusive place of occurrence for all purposes
as being either in the place where the tortious act was initiated or
in the place where the damage was done. Accordingly, an action
for damages in respect of the discharge into rivers in Ontario and
Saskatchewan of mercury subsequently finding its way into Manitoba waters and doing damage there may be entertained in the
courts of Manitoba.
Jurisdiction- Tort Committed Outside Saskatchewan Writ - Saskatchewan Court of Appeal

Service of

Moran et al. v. Pyle National (Canada) Ltd. (1973), 30 D.L.R.
( 3 d) 109, [19721 5 W.W.R. 456.
Section 54 of the Queen's Bench Act, R.S.S. 1965, c. 73, which
provides that "no action shall be brought in Saskatchewan for
damages in respect of a tort committed outside the province, except
by special leave of the court or a judge", confers upon the court no
jurisdiction which it did not previously have. Rather, it creates an
exception to s. 53 which allows an action to be commenced in the
judical centre nearest to the place where the defendant resided or
carried on business. It allows the court to decline jurisdiction when
it can be shown that the action would be more conveniently tried in
another forum. The Rules of Court make no provision for service
outside the jurisdiction of a writ issued pursuant to leave granted
under s. 54 and if the case is one where service is not provided for
within the Rules then service out of the jurisdiction may not be
made and the court should take this into account in determining
whether or not to exercise its discretion under s. 54. Where a claim is
based on a tort committed in another province causing damage
within the jurisdiction and the defendant has no presence within the
jurisdiction, an enforceable judgment could only be obtained if the
defendant submitted to the jurisdiction. Service ex juris is not per-
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missible and consequently the action ought not to be allowed to be
commenced.
Shipping - JurisdictionDivision

Service Ex Juris -

FederalCourt, Trial

Anglophoto Ltd. v.The Ferncliff, [1972] F.C. 1337.
A bill of lading covering a shipment of goods from Japan called
for delivery by ship to Vancouver, B.C. and trans-shipment by rail
to Montreal. Because of a longshoremen's strike in British Columbia
the vessel deviated to Tacoma, Washington, where the goods were
stored by the T company and later carried by rail across the border
and thence by rail to Montreal where some of the goods were missing. The plaintiff brought action for damages against the ship, her
owners, the two railway companies and the T company, and
obtained leave to serve the statement of claim on the T company
ex juris.
The Court held that the order for service ex juris on the T company must be set aside. The cause of action against the company did
not fall within the Court's Admiralty jurisdiction under s. 22 (i) of
the Federal Court Act. In particular the bill of lading was not a
through bill of lading within the meaning of subsection (2) (f).
Neither did the court obtain jurisdiction against the T company
under s. 22 (2) because the court had jurisdiction over the ship and
her owners. Order i i, rule i(g) of the British Columbia Supreme
Court which permitted service ex juris could not be made applicable by analogy in order to give this Court a jurisdiction which it
did not obtain under s. 22 of the Federal Court Act.
Federal Court - Jurisdiction- Service Ex Jurispermitted - Federal Court, Trial Division

when

Oy Nokia AB v. The Ship "Martha Russ" et al. (i973), 37 D.L.R.
(3 d) 597A claim in personam was made against a foreign defendant in
respect of damage to goods shipped by the defendant from one
foreign country to another. It was not alleged that the defendant
had committed any negligent act or any breach of contract in
Canada, nor was the bill of lading entered into in Canada. Pursuant
to leave of the court a statement of claim was served on the defendant ex juris. On a motion by the defendant to set aside the service,
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the court held that the service should be set aside. In order for the
Federal Court to have jurisdiction there must be some other fact
linking the defendant with the jurisdiction than the ultimate arrival
in Canada of the damaged goods. The practice of the former Exchequer Court was to follow the English Rules of Court as to service
outside the jurisdiction, and the Federal Court Act, R.S.C. 1970,
c. 10 (2nd Supp.), does not enlarge the court's jurisdiction over
foreigners.
Competence - Situs des criances- Doctrine du forum non conveniens - Article 68 C.p.c. - Cour d'appel du Quibec
Southern Pacific Company c. M. Botner & Sons. Inc., [1973] R.P.
'47.
Lors de l'institution de l'action, deux compagnies de chemin de
fer, ayant leur siege social
Montreal, devaient des sommes substantielles ' l'appelante. Decidant que ces creances 6taient des biens,
que ces biens 6taient possedes par l'appelante et qu'ils 6taient situes
dams le Quebec, la Cour d'appel confirma le jugement de la Cour
provinciale qui s'etait d6claree comp6tente.
Les tribunaux du Quebec n'ont pas le droit de decliner leur
competence au motif qu'un forum etranger conviendrait mieux,
dans leur optique, A l'inter& bien compris des parties: ilne s'agirait
pas 1. d'interpretation judiciaire mais veritablement de legislation et
les tribunaux usurperaient une fonction qui ne leur appartient pas.
Tant que le legislateur n'interviendra pas pour donner aux tribunaux un semblable pouvoir discretionnaire, ils devront s'abstenir de
pretendre l'exercer en important dans le droit du Quebec une doctrine qui n'en fait pas partie (i.e. la doctrine du forum non conveniens).
Procedure- Service Ex JurisSupreme Court

Third-party Notice -

Alberta

Kreway v. Renfrew Chrysler Plymouth Ltd. et al. and Chrysler
Canada Ltd. et al. (third parties), [1973] I W.W.R. 447, varied,
[1973] i W.W.R. 462.
Rule 31 of the Supreme Court Rules requires that every application for leave to serve any document, or to give notice thereof, out of
the jurisdiction be supported by "affidavit or other evidence"; the
Rule is mandatory and calls for strict compliance. The words "other
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evidence" must be interpreted to mean "other sworn evidence" and
neither the consent of parties nor the representations of counsel will
suffice. Where a party has been guilty of unreasonable delay in issuing a third-party notice and can offer no reasonable excuse, and
where it appears that the third party will suffer prejudice by reason
of such delay, a third-party notice will be set aside.
Jurisdiction- Choice of Jurisdiction and of Law Clause - Saskatchewan Court of Appeal

Effect

Harringtonv. Industrial Sales Ltd. and Frederick ParkerLtd. et al.
(third parties), ['9731 5 W.W.R. 577 affirming, [973] 2 W.W.R.
330.
The plaintiff, by a conditional sales agreement, purchased from
the defendant a crusher which, by reason of alleged defects, proved
to be unsuitable for the purpose for which it was purchased. The
plaintiff sued for rescission of the agreement and damages. The
crusher had been manufactured in England and the defendant had,
by written agreement, bought it from the manufacturer, the third
party. The conditions of sale governing this transaction contained
the clause: "22. The contract is governed in all respects by English
law and the Customer submits to the jurisdiction of the English
Courts." On an application for an order for-directions in the thirdparty proceedings, the court held that the contract of sale between
the defendant and the third-party was clearly, by its express terms,
to be governed by English law, but the parties had not conferred
exclusive jurisdiction on the English courts, but merely concurrent
jurisdiction, and it followed that the jurisdiction of the Saskatchewan courts had not been ousted. The third party had been properly
joined, but since the sales agreement made provision for the reference to an arbitrator of disputes arising out of the contract the
third-party proceedings must be stayed pursuant to s. 4 of the Arbitration Act, i95o (U.K.), c. 27: E. K. Motors Ltd. v. Volkswagen
Canada Ltd., [19721 2 W.W.R. 7oo, reversed, [1973] I W.W.R.
466 (Sask. C.A.) applied.
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Litispendance - Action intentge devant une cour d'un pays itranger
- Jugement itranger- Cour d'appel du Quebec
Toulon Construction Inc. c. Rusco Industries Inc., [973] R.P. 138.
L'action prise dans une cour d'un pays 6tranger ne cr6e pas un
6tat de litispendance donnant ouverture h. l'application de l'article
165 C.p.c.
On se r~f re, en mati~re de litispendance, aux r~gles de la res
judicata. I1 y a litispendance dans le cas o i le jugement qui serait
6ventuellement rendu dans la premiere action aurait l'autorit6 de
la chose jug~e dans la seconde. Lorsqu'il s'agit de deux poursuites
intentres dans des cours qu6b~coises, il est suffisant d'appliquer les
crit~res de l'article 1241 C.c. Mais, lorsqu'une des actions est prise
l'tranger, la situation est diffrente parce que, mme si les trois
identit&s existent, comme c'6tait ici le cas, le jugement &ranger
n'aura pas, en r~gle grnrrale, force de chose jug~e.
C'est l'article 178 C.p.c., qui, sur une demande d'exemplification
d'un jugement rendu hors du Canada, rfserve au d~fendeur certaines d6fenses, qui est le fondement de la r~gle qui veut qu'un
jugement 6tranger ne cr6e pas litispendance.
Meme si, comme pouvait le d6montrer l'arret Law c. Hansen
(1895), 25 R.C.S. 69, il peut y avoir exception h la r~gle de l'article
178 lorsque le demandeur, qui a pris l'action h l'6tranger et a perdu
sa cause, prend une seconde action dans le Quebec, cela ne permet
pas de conclure qu'il y aurait litispendance entre les deux actions
avant que, par le jugement, on connaisse le sort de l'action 6trangere.
Ce jugement pourrait servir de d~fense dans la deuxi~me action, ce
qui est une toute autre chose.
Voir J.-G. Castel, Quelques questions de procedure en droit
international priv6 qu~becois (i97), 3 R. du B. 131.
Procedure- ForeignLaw - Writ of Summons ment - Ontario High Court

Special Endorse-

Alvarodiaz v. Sun Life Assurance Co. of Canada, [1973] 3 O.R.
126.

The absence of an allegation of foreign law in a special endorsement in respect of a contract which is governed by foreign law does
not render the special endorsement bad.
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Foreign Maritime Lien - Enforcement in CanadaSupreme Court of Canada

Priorities-

Todd Shipyards Corp. v. Altema Compania Maritima S. A. et al.
(1973), 32 D.L.R. (3 d ) 571The holder of a maritime lien against a ship under the law of
the United States of America in respect of the costs of necessary
repairs to the ship effected in that country is entitled to enforce the
lien in Canada, and according to Canadian law takes priority over
a mortgagee of the ship.
Security for Costs -

Amount -

Quebec Superior Court

Consentino et autres c. M. S. Yolles Associates Ltd. et autres, [1973]
R.P. 279.
In fixing the amount of security, consideration should be given
to the taxable trial costs and the additional attorney's fee.
Procedure- droit d'ester en justice - Personne domicilide hors de
la province - Cour d'appel du Quibec
Les Dgveloppements du Saguenay Ltie et Autres c. Montana et
Autres, [1973] C.A. 663.
L'autorisation d'ester en justice doit tre prouvfe suivant la loi
du domicile du demandeur.
Rigime matrimonial- Changement de domicile le temps - Cour d'appel du Quibec

Conflits dans

Proschek c. Dame Prochazka, [1973] C.A. 410.
La Cour fut d'avis que pour se prononcer en toute connaissance
de cause, il t6tait ncessaire de savoir s'il y avait eu des changements
la loi tch~que sur les r6gimes matrimoniaux depuis mars 1948
date du mariage des 6poux en Tchcoslovaquie et, dans l'affirmative, si ces changements affectaient les parties maintenant domicil~es au Canada.
Annulment - Voidable MarriageHigh Court

Jurisdiction-

Ontario

D v. D, [197] 3 O.R. 82, (973), 36 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 17.
For the purpose of determining the jurisdiction of the court to
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grant a decree of nullity of a voidable marriage, the dominant factor
is the domicile of the parties. Consequently, since in a voidable marriage the wife acquires the domicile of her husband until the marriage is annulled, a decree will not issue where the petitioning wife,
resident in Ontario, brings the action in Ontario against her husband
domiciled in Manitoba. The residence in Ontario of the wife will
not alone establish jurisdiction but, quaere, whether in Canada the
residence of both parties is sufficient to give jurisdiction to grant a
decree of nullity of a voidable marriage.
Divorce - Jurisdiction- Meaning of OrdinarilyResident Scotia Supreme Court

Nova

Graves v. Graves (1973), ii R.F.L. 112.
A wife who left Nova Scotia for Ontario for a brief abortive
attempt at reconciliation with her husband did not cease to be
ordinarily resident in Nova Scotia especially in view of the fact that
she had made sure she had a place to stay in Nova Scotia if things
did not work out in Ontario.
Divorce - Jurisdiction- Wife's Petition presented in Ontario on
same day as husband's petition presented in British Columbia Neither petition withdrawn within thirty days - Federal Court,
Trial Division having jurisdictionto grant relief - Federal Court,
Trial Division
Nelson v. Nelson (1972), 31 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 584.
Recognition of Foreign Judgments - Jurisdiction- Domicile
Trial judge in error in concluding that appellant's first husband
had not abandoned Ontario domicile and acquired domicile of
choice in Michigan so as to give courts of that state jurisdiction
to render a valid divorce - Ontario Court of Appeal
Powell v. Cockburn (falsely called Powell), [1973] 2 O.R. 188,
(I973), 33 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 284, reversing (1973), 31 D.L.R. ( 3 d)
O.R. 497, 8 R.F.L. 17.
519, [1973]]
Foreign Divorce -

Recognition -

Alberta Supreme Court

Re Kish et al. and Director of Vital Statistics (x973), 35 D.L.R.
( 3 d) 530, [1973] 2 W.W.R. 678.
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The applicant, while a citizen of Hungary and both resident and
domiciled there, was married in 1928. Following the breakdown of
the marriage he left Hungary without his wife and entered Canada
in 193o, becoming a Canadian citizen in 1955. The applicant
obtained a decree of dissolution of his 1928 marriage from a Hungarian court in 1970 on the basis that the marriage had broken down
due to the long separation of the parties. On an application for an
order directing the respondent to issue a marriage licence to the
applicant, the court held that the application should be granted.
Since the marriage had been performed in Hungary between persons who were resident and domiciled citizens of that country, one of
whom, the wife, was still there, there was a real connection with the
country whose court granted the decree of divorce and the court
ought to recognize a decree granted in those circumstances. Furthermore, since the husband could have obtained a divorce in Alberta
under the Divorce Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. D-8, s. 4(I) (e) (ii), it
could not be said he went to Hungary for any fraudulent or
improper reasons for the purpose of getting a divorce he could not
get in Alberta. In view of the validity of the divorce, at the time of
the application for a marriage licence, the applicant had the status
of an unmarried person and he was accordingly entitled to have a
marriage licence issued.
Indyka v. Indyka, [1969] I A.C. 33; Mayfield v. Mayfield,
[1969] 2 All E.R. 219; Turczak v. Turczak, [1970] P. 19 8, applied.
Recognition of Invalid Foreign Decree of DivorceSupreme Court of Canada

Estoppel -

Downton v. Royal Trust Co. et al. (1973), 6 N.B.R. (2d) 227,
(1973), 34 D.L.R. (3 d) 403.
The appellant married the deceased in 1948. The parties separated in- 196o and under the terms of a separation agreement the
deceased was obligated to pay maintenance to the appellant for her
support and the support of their two children. In 1965 the deceased
went to Nevada to obtain a divorce. His lawyer in Nevada sent the
appellant a power of attorney to be signed by her to authorize an
appearance on her behalf in the divorce action. The terms of the
separation agreement were to be incorporated in the divorce
decree. The appellant signed and returned the power of attorney.
Thereafter the divorce was granted and the deceased remarried.
Upon the death of the deceased the appellant sought to share in his
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estate pursuant to the provisions of the Family Relief Act, 1962
(Nfld.), c. 56.
On appeal from a judgment of the Supreme Court of Newfoundland on appeal, reversing a decision that the appellant was the
widow of the deceased within the meaning of s. 2 (c) of the Act,
the Supreme Court of Canada held that the appeal should be
allowed. Although the Nevada divorce decree would not be recognized in Newfoundland and as a result the appellant remained the
lawful widow of the deceased, the controlling issue was whether she
was precluded from asserting that status. A preclusion doctrine has
been applied against a spouse who, having obtained a decree of
divorce from a foreign court incompetent to give it, seeks thereafter
to assert that incompetence in order to gain a pecuniary advantage
against his or her spouse or the estate of the spouse. However, the
ethical basis of the doctrine is lost where there has been both invocation of and submission to the foreign jurisdiction by the respective
spouses. In these circumstances, an alleviating explanation for the
submission to the jurisdiction of an incompetent foreign court may
be taken into account. In the present case the appellant submitted
to the foreign court to protect existing benefits under the separation
agreement. Her maintenance benefits did not depend on the foreign
decree and therefore it was not a case where the wife received benefits under the foreign decree and thereafter sought to repudiate the
decree in order to obtain additional benefits.
Siparationde corps supirieure

Cautionnement pour silretj des frais -

Cour

Dame Schreurs c. Poncelet, ['9731 C.S. 449.
Lorsque l'6pouse, qui a obtenu en cette province un jugement en
s~paration de corps contre son mar, 6tablit son domicile hors de
cette province et poursuit ce dernier pour dette alimentaire, elle ne
peut 8tre contrainte Atfoumir cautionnement pour sfiret6 des frais.
Divorce - Garde des enfants Cour supirieure

Tribunal ayant juridiction-

Guindon c. Lemay, [1973] R.P. 147.
Seul le tribunal oa r~sident les enfants a juridiction pour entendre
ce
une requite concernant leur garde et rendre une ordonnance
sujet et a le pouvoir de modifier ou de r~voquer celle-ci.
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Custody - ForeignInterim Order- Ontario Court of Appeal

Jurisdictionof OntarioCourts

Re Loughran, [19731 I O.R. IO9.
A mother claimed custody of an infant in divorce proceedings
commenced in England where both parents were domiciled. The
father and the infant subsequently came to Ontario where he applied
for custody. The English court granted the mother interim custody
ordering the father to return the infant to England. The Ontario
court held that the father's application should be dismissed. Although
the welfare of the child was of paramount importance, Canadian
courts should not sanction any attempt to defeat the jurisdiction of
English courts which had already been invoked by the mother unless
the interest of the child required such intervention. In the absence
of evidence that the interim custody granted to the mother was
detrimental to the infant the English Court was the proper forum to
deal with the matter. The fact that the father had legal status in
Canada was not sufficient to outweigh the infant's welfare.
Custody - Divorce - Corollary Relief - JurisdictionBrunswick Supreme Court, Appeal Division

New

Gillespie v. Gillespie (973), 3 6 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 421.
A petition for divorce was presented in New Brunswick and the
petitioner sought, as corollary relief, interim custody, custody and
maintenance for a child then in Ontario with the respondent. On
the application for interim custody the trial judge held that, since
there was an existing order of an Ontario court awarding custody
to the respondent, he had no jurisdiction to disturb that order by
hearing an application for interim custody. It was further held that,
in any event, on the merits, the application by the peititioner for
interim custody should be dismissed. On appeal, it was held that
although the trial judge had jurisdiction to hear an application for
interim custody, nevertheless, on the merits, the appeal should be
dismissed.
By enacting the corollary provisions respecting the custody of
children of a marriage to be dissolved, Parliament had carved out of
the general jurisdiction in custody matters which was derived from
provincial legislation, a segment of that jurisdiction limited to the
children of the marriage and empowered courts exercising divorce
jurisdiction to make orders applicable to any children of the mar-
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riage. Furthermore, since a custody order under ss. i o or i I of the
Divorce Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. D-8, was derived from paramount
federal legislation, it superseded any prior order made under provincial legislation with respect to the same child.
Divorce - Maintenance Arrears - FinalityLaw - Ontario High Court

Proof of Foreign

Lear v. Lear, [1973] 3 O.R. 935.
The courts of Ontario will enforce the collection of arrears of
alimony under a foreign judgment where that judgment is final and
conclusive and in respect of which a foreign tribunal has no jurisdiction to vary the arrears. Consequently, since by New Jersey law
a judgment for alimony granted by the courts of New Jersey is
not a final decree but may be modified at any time by the court with
retroactive effect, and since execution does not issue for arrears as
of right, but only with leave, a wife claiming arrears of alimony
under a decree of a New Jersey court may not enforce the collection
thereof in an Ontario court.
In the absence of acceptable expert evidence the law of New
Jersey must be presumed to be similar to the law of Ontario wherein
judgments for alimony and maintenance are not final but may be
varied.
Maintenance Order- ReciprocalEnforcement in British Columbia
of Order Obtained in Alberta - Place of Residence of Beneficiaries of Order Irrelevant- British Columbia Supreme Court
Re Brown and Croll (I973), 36 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 639.
Maintenance - Reciprocal Enforcement - Family Court Judges in
Alberta Have Jurisdiction to Make Provisional Maintenance
Orders- Saskatchewan District Court
Black v. Black (I973), IO R.F.L. 388.
Maintenance- Reciprocal Enforcement - Provisional OrderWife residing in British Columbia- Desertion Taking Place in
Saskatchewan - British Columbia Court Has JurisdictionSaskatchewan District Court
Woods v. Woods (972),

9 R.F.L. 22o.
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Divorce - Maintenance - Order Ancillary to Saskatchewan
Divorce- Power of Court to Vary Foreign OrderBritish Columbia Supreme Court
Heggv. Hegg, [197] 3 W.W.R. 3o7, (1 9 7 3 ), 3 6 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 291.
On May 9, 1972 the Saskatchewan Court of Queen's Bench
granted a decree nisi to the wife and made an order giving her
custody of the two children of the marriage and awarding monthly
maintenance for them to be paid by the husband. Thereafter the
parties and the children came to British Columbia where they resided
permanently. Respondent sought to cancel or reduce the amount
owing in arrears under the Saskatchewan order and the question
arose whether the British Columbia Court had power to vary that
order or whether its power was limited to enforcement of it, in the
strict sense. The Court held that at common law the Supreme Court
of British Columbia had inherent power to vary or rescind all orders
dealing with custody or maintenance or both, if it is thought "fit
and just to do so having regard to the conduct of the parties since
the making of the order or any change in the condition, means or
other circumstances of either of them." The jurisdiction of the
superior courts in this regard could only be taken away by express
words and the Divorce Act, R.S.C. 1970, c. D-8, contained no
such words.
Maintenance- Reciprocal Enforcement - Power of Probation
Officer to Prosecute Proceedings- Northwest Territories
MagistrateCourt
Bianowsky v. Bianowsky, [1972] 6 W.W.R. 679.
Maintenance - Reciprocal Enforcement - County Court Not
Empowered to Adjourn Appeal Until Arrears Paid- British
Columbia Supreme Court
Bodnar v. Bodnar, [1972] 6 W.W.R. 618.
Maintenance Orders - Reciprocal Enforcement British Columbia County Court
Reder v. Reder (1972), 9 R.F.L. 217.

Proof of Order
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Foreign Judgment for arrears of Maintenance- Fraud- Finality
Public Policy - Proof of Foreign Law - British Columbia
Supreme Court
Patton v. Reed (i973), 30 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 494The plaintiff sued in British Columbia to enforce a judgment
obtained on April 29, 1969, in an Idaho court which finally determined the amount of maintenance payable under a decree obtained
on April 29, 1948, dissolving her marriage. The Court held that the
fact that there may have been a fraud practised on the Idaho court
delivering the judgment of April 29, 1969, was not relevant. By the
law of Idaho the order of April 29, 1948, was a final order as to
instalments actually accrued on April 29, 1969, and could not be
altered or modified by the judge who made the order of that date
and consequently any evidence of fraud during the period of accrual
would be inadmissible in the Idaho court. Furthermore, although
as a matter of public policy a British Columbia court will not enforce
an order for arrears of maintenance payments in excess of one year,
the judgment sought to be enforced was not for arrears of periodical
payments. It was rather a judgment in which all arrears were consolidated into a total sum and a final judgment given for that sum
and as such was enforceable.
Maintenance- Reciprocal Enforcement Saskatchewan District Court
-

Effect of Registration

Coatham v. Vetter, [1973] 1 W.W.R. 238.
The applicant resided, and had always resided, in Saskatchewan.
On the complaint of a woman resident in Alberta an order was
made by the District Court of Southern Alberta, at Calgary, under
The Maintenance and Recovery Act, R.S.A. 1970, c. 223, whereby
the applicant was ordered to pay monthly sums for the maintenance
of a child of whom he was found to be the father. Though served
with notice of the proceedings he did not appear or submit in any
way to the jurisdiction of the Alberta court. The order was registered
in Saskatchewan pursuant to the provisions of The Reciprocal
Enforcement of Maintenance Orders Act, 1968 (Sask.), c. 59.
The court held that although the validity of the order in Alberta
was not in question, it was of no effect against the applicant in
Saskatchewan and its registration must be set aside.
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Foreign Divorce- Maintenance Provisions-Registration
to Vary-Northwest Territories Supreme Court

-Power

Rhinhart v. Rhinhart, [1973] 3 W.W.R. 562.
Where a decree nisi, with provisions for maintenance, made in a
reciprocating state, has been registered in the Magistrate's Court of
the Northwest Territories, the Magistrate has the power to enforce
the maintenance provisions, but he has no power to vary or rescind
them: Pasowysty v. Foreman (1969), 69 W.W.R. 99, 5 D.L.R.
( 3 d) 427 (B.C.) applied.
Infants - Adoption - Jurisdiction- Change of Residence prior to
Hearing- Forum Conveniens - Manitoba County Court
T. v. B., [i973] 3 W.W.R. 30.
The applicants sought a decree of absolute adoption in respect of
an infant, the child of the female applicant by a former marriage.
The respondent, the natural father, a resident of the United States,
opposed the application. At the time when the application was made,
and the steps taken which were conditions precedent to the adoption, both the applicants and the infant were resident in Manitoba,
but by the time the hearing came on the male applicant had been
transferred by his employer to Ontario, where both applicants and
the infant now resided.
The court held it had jurisdiction to deal with the application and
make a final disposition thereof; the unforeseen change in the physical location of the applicants and the infant did not strip the court
of a jurisdiction which it clearly had at the time when the application was made; moreover it was evident that Manitoba was the
forum conveniens.
Foreign Executor - Personal Liability for Duty - Deceased Dying
Domiciled and Resident Outside Canada-United
States Canada Tax Convention - Share Warrants - Situs - Federal
Court, Trial Division
Henderson v. M.N.R., Bank of New York v. M.N.R., [I 973] C.T.C.
636.
The appellant, a United States trust company, was appointed a
co-executor of deceased's estate, by the Surrogate Court of the
County of New York. Notwithstanding substantial assets with a
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Canadian situs no ancillary grant was ever issued to appellant by a
court of competent jurisdiction in Canada. The appellant filed
Dominion and Ontario succession duty returns, paid a small legacy
to the deceased's widow and then retired with leave of the New York
Court approximately 7 years after deceased's death, having previously received a Dominion succession duty assessment some 4
years after such death. An appeal from an assessment received some
2 V2 years after its retirement, seeking to hold appellant liable in its
personal capacity under s. 49 of the Canada Succession Duty Act,
R.S.C. 1952, c. 89, for the entire Dominion duties owing since it
had effected distribution to the widow without previously paying
such duties, was dismissed. The Minister had properly proceeded
under s. 23 of the Act to make an assessment (even if such assessment involved decisions of a quasi-judicial nature). The appellant
as executor had failed to pay all duties so assessed, but had paid a
small legacy to the widow, thereby contravening s. 49 and becoming personally liable for the total of such duties. Furthermore, even
if appellant were not a true executor qua the Canadian assets inasmuch as it had not taken out any kind of grant in Canada, it was
executor de son tort, having dealt with deceased's assets, and fell
within the definition of "executor" in s. 2 (f) and liable under s. 49.
The situs of share warrants is where they are physically situated
at the time of the deceased's death.
Contract to Guarantee Promissory Note Supreme Court, Appellate Division

Proper Law -

Alberta

O'Donovan et al. v. Dussault et al. (I973), 35 D.L.R. ( 3 d) 280,
[1973] 3 W.W.R. 634.
The plaintiffs, who resided in Saskatchewan, advanced money to
a company in Alberta on the understanding that the company was
to execute a promissory note and that the loan was to be personally
guaranteed by the individual defendants, who also resided in Alberta.
The company executed a note, payable in Saskatchewan, and the
individual defendants executed in Alberta an accompanying guarantee which they sent by mail to the plaintiffs in Saskatchewan. The
plaintiffs, having taken advice from a Saskatchewan solicitor, signed
and returned a duplicate copy of the document. On the default of
the company the plaintiffs sought to enforce the guarantee against
the individual defendants. The action was dismissed on the ground
that the guarantee was not notarized as required by the Guarantees

Digest of Important CanadianCases
Acknowledgement Act, R.S.A. 1970, c. 163, s. 3- On appeal by the
plaintiffs, the Court held that the note and accompanying guarantee
took effect when the plaintiffs in Saskatchewan signed the documents and placed a duplicate copy in the mail. The defendants
might have contemplated that the plaintiffs would consult a Saskatchewan solicitor, and if the parties had thought about the question
they ought to have intended that the law of Saskatchewan would
apply to the documents. Consequently, the proper law of the contract
was the law of Saskatchewan, and the Guarantees Acknowledgement Act did not apply.
Insurance contract - Proper law - Procedure- Right of Action
- Qualification- British Columbia Supreme Court
Sabell v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, [19731 I.L.R. I540.
The plaintiffs claimed indemnity under a policy of automobile
insurance issued by the defendant to its insured who was involved in
an automobile collision with the plaintiffs' car. The insured had
been hired to drive a car from Montreal to Vancouver. This car was
to be sold in Vancouver. The collision occurred in British Columbia.
At the time of the accident the insured was party to a contract of
automobile insurance with the defendant which was made in Quebec. A clause in the policy excluded liability if the insured was driving in connection with the business of selling, repairing, servicing,
storing or parking automobiles. The insured was found to be grossly
negligent. The plaintiffs demanded payment on the judgment against
the insured but no payment had been made.
The plaintiffs' action was dismissed. The vehicle was being driven
in connection with the business of selling automobiles. That particular action by the insured was not covered by the policy.
ContractCanada

Proper Law -

Interpretation-

Supreme Court of

Drew Brown Ltd. v. The Ship "Orient Trader" and her Owners
(1973), 34 D.LR. (3 d ) 339In breach of a contract for the carriage of goods by sea, governed
by U.S. law, the carrier made an improper deviation. Subsequently,
a fire broke out seriously damaging the ship and all its cargo. There
was no causal connection between the deviation and the occurrence
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of the fire. The cargo owner brought an action for the damage to
the cargo, and the carrier counterclaimed for general average contribution in accordance with the provisions of the contract. Under
U.S. law the carrier was entitled to succeed unless the deviation
caused the fire, but the cargo owner argued that the deviation put
an end to the contract and left the right of the parties to be determined by Canadian law. On appeal from a decision of the Local
Judge in Admiralty, dismissing the claim of the cargo owner, and
allowing the counterclaim, the Supreme Court held that the appeal
should be dismissed.
Laskin, J., Ritchie and Pigeon, JJ., concurring, were of the
opinion that since the contract was governed by the law of the U.S.,
all the parties' rights under the contract fell to be determined by
the law of that jurisdiction, and by that law, notwithstanding the
deviation, the carrier was entitled to succeed on both questions.
Spence, J., Hall, J., concurring, dissenting, expressed the view
that the deviation was a fundamental breach that put an end to the
contract, thereby leaving the parties' rights to be determined by
Canadian common law. Under that law the carrier was liable for
the damage to the cargo, and there was no basis for a claim for
general average contribution.
Stevedore successful in negligence action against shipowner taken in
foreign jurisdiction - Claim based on negligence of party chartering ship - Indemnity action by shipowner against charter-party
in domestic jurisdiction based on terms of charter-partyGoverned by domestic law - Reduction of damages by half due
to stevedore's contributory negligence proper notwithstanding
award in foreign jurisdiction - Supreme Court of Canada
N. M. Paterson & Sons Ltd. v. St. Lawrence Corpn (i973), 34
D.L.R. ( 3 d) 751.
Responsabilit civile - Transport internationalCour d'appel du Quibec

Qualifications-

Dame Surprenant et un autre c. Air Canada, [1973] C.A. 107.
Est qualifi6 "transport international", au sens de la Convention
de Varsovie, tout transport dans lequel, d'apr~s les stipulations des
parties, le point de d6part et le point de destination ou transbordement, sont situ~s sur le territoire de deux Hautes Parties Contract-

Digest of Important CanadianCases
l'intrieur d'un Etat peut etre
antes; un vol effectu6 seulement
consid&r6 international, si le point de destination est prfvu sur le
territoire d'un autre Etat contractant.
Comme la faute et le dcfs de la victime sont survenus en Ontario:
faut-il interpr6ter le concept de dommage A la lumi~re de la loi du
Qufbec ou de celle de l'Ontario? La r6ponse d6pend de savoir si
l'action se fonde sur un bris de contrat ou sur un quasi-delit.
En ce qui concerne la faute du transporteur de personnes, la Cour
d'appel opta en faveur de la nature contractuelle de cette faute.
Ainsi en l'absence de dispositions particuli~res sur la question des
dommages dans la loi sur le transport afrien, c'est la loi du Quebec
qui doit r6gir la d6termination des dommages, vu la conclusion a
Montrfal du contrat de transport entre Air Canada et la victime.
Responsabilitj civile du propritaire d'automobile et du pare du
mineur conducteur-

Loi appliquable-

Qualifications-

Cour

d'appel
Gauthierc. Bergeron, [1973] C.A. 77
La responsabilit6 du pre d'un mineur auteur d'un quasi d~lit est
determin6 par la loi qui s'applique l'6tat et h la capacit6 du mineur.
La responsabilit6 du propri~taire d'une automobile est rdgie L la
loi applicable aux meubles, c'est A dire la loi du domicile du
propritaire.
Voir Talpis (I973), 51 R. du B. Can. 69o, Groffier (i973), 33
R. du B. QuL 362.

